It’s time to rethink
security operations
An essential checklist for your
security response solution

Emerging enterprise threats
Dangers are more serious and more numerous than ever before.

429 million

< 1 hour

> 6 months

Sensitive data at risk.

Accelerated time to
compromise.
Time-to-compromise
is now measured in
minutes, and data
exfiltration happens
in days.2

Slower time to
detection.
Detection of a breach
can take months, with a
median of 201 days to
discovery.3

identities exposed

In 2015, the total number
of identities exposed via
data breaches increased
23%, to 429 million.1

to breach

to detect

Required capabilities for your
security response solution
As threats continue to
multiply, a growing number
of organizations are
reevaluating their security
operations systems.

To succeed in today’s high-risk
environment, your team needs a
solution that can:

1

Integrate data from
multiple sources
across security and IT

2

Enable security and IT
teams to work together
using a single platform

3

Prioritize thousands
of alerts, incidents,
and vulnerabilities

4

Automate
recurring tasks
and processes

Understand
the business
criticality of
all enterprise
assets

Provide intuitive,
visual dashboards
that reflect your
current security
status

Route information
to the appropriate
teams and people

Learn more
To learn more about choosing a security response solution that will keep your business safe, download our eBook

The Essential Checklist: A Practical Guide to Efficient Security Response
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Symantec Internet Security Threat Report, 2016
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2016 Verizon Data Breach Investigations Report
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Ponemon Institute 2016 Cost of a Data Breach Study
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